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Relations among various types of node replacement graph languages are
known in the literature but there has remained a gap in the hierarchy of these
graph languages. The present paper fills this gap by proving a separation
result for k-separated apex graph languages and by extending a known result
for k-separated graph languages. This yields, together with other known rela-
tions, a complete hierarchy of NLC, NCE, eNCE graph languages and their
k-separated, linear, andor apex subclasses.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of graph grammars constitutes a well-motivated subarea of formal-
language theory and by now many graph-grammar models have appeared in
the literature, see Rozenberg [24] for a survey. A particularly well-studied graph-
grammar model is the node-label-controlled (NLC) grammars of Janssens and
Rozenberg [16], which replace a single node by a graph in a derivation step and
embedding of the new graph into the existing graph is based on node labels only.
Despite their simple structure, NLC grammars can generate PSPACE-complete
graph languages.
Many variations of NLC grammars have appeared in the literature. (See
Engelfriet [5] and Engelfriet and Rozenberg [13] for an overview of NLC gram-
mars.) Subclasses of NLC grammars with improved properties (such as better
membership complexity or decidability results) include boundary NLC (B-NLC)
grammars of Rozenberg and Welzl [25] in which no two nonterminal nodes are
allowed to be adjacent in any sentential form, linear NLC (Lin-NLC) grammars of
Engelfriet and Leih [6, 7], whose sentential forms contain at most one nonterminal
node, and apex NLC (A-NLC) grammars of Engelfriet et al. [9] in which the
embedding mechanism can establish edges between terminal nodes only. Important
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extensions of NLC grammars include NCE grammars (NLC with neighborhood-
controlled embedding) of Janssens and Rozenberg [18] in which the embedding
mechanism makes use of the identity (rather then the label) of the nodes on the
right-hand sides of productions, eNLC grammars of Janssens et al. [19] in which
edge labels are also used and can change dynamically in the embedding process,
and eNCE grammars of Engelfriet et al. [11] that combine the NCE and eNLC
features. Restrictions of NLC grammars can be easily extended to these grammars.
There are also directed versions of these grammars generating directed graphs, see,
e.g., Aalbersberg et al. [1], Engelfriet et al. [9], and Engelfriet and Rozenberg
[12]. A complete hierarchical relation among the classes of graph languages
generated by these grammars can be found in Kim [20].
A much studied subject on graph grammars is the notion of their context-free-
ness. NLC grammars were introduced with this in mind (i.e., the left-hand side of
each production is a single node as in a context-free grammar), but it soon turned
out that context sensitivity is hidden in their embedding relation (thus, they
describe PSPACE-complete graph languages). It is widely accepted that the class of
confluent graph grammars, introduced by Courcelle [3], in which described graphs
are invariant under the order of applications of production rules, captures the
notion of context-free graph grammars. For example, the boundary, linear, and
apex graph grammars introduced above and the context-free hypergraph grammars
of Bauderon and Courcelle [2] and Habel and co-workers [14, 15] are all context-
free in this sense.
More recently, Engelfriet et al. [10] introduced new subclasses of eNCE gram-
mars that capture the notion of the degree of context-freeness, called k-separated
eNCE (Sk -eNCE) grammars, k1, in which the distance between any two nonter-
minal nodes in any sentential form is at least k. (Thus, S1 -eNCE=eNCE and
S2 -eNCE=B-eNCE.) Subsequently, such separated subclasses were also studied for
hypergraph-generating systems such as HH grammars of Courcelle et al. [4] and
HRNCE grammars of Kim and Jeong [21] (the latter for k=2 only). Every
k-separated grammar, k2, is confluent and, furthermore, k-separatedness is a
completely static property as opposed to the dynamic nature of the definition of
confluent grammars, as indicated in [4]. Frequently, the concept of k-separatedness
defines an infinite hierarchy of graph languages, as in HH grammars and in the
hierarchy we shall discuss shortly.
It is known that Sk+1-A-eNCE=Sk -A-eNCE for all k1 (Engelfriet et al. [10])
and that Sk+1 -eNCE/Sk -eNCE for all k1 (Engelfriet et al. [11] for k=1,
Engelfriet et al. [10] for k=2, and Kim and Lee [22] for k3). The present paper
studies the NLC and NCE counterparts of these two relations. (The eNLC and its
subclasses are identical to their corresponding eNCE classes, see Kim [20].)
Specifically, it is shown that Sk -A-NLC&Sk+1 -A-NCE{< for all k2, which
immediately implies that Sk+1-A-NLC/Sk -A-NLC and Sk+1 -A-NCE/Sk -A-
NCE for all k2. This contrasts the relation Sk+1-A-eNCE=Sk -A-eNCE, k1,
stated above and the known relations S2 -A-NLC=S1 -A-NLC and S2 -A-NCE=
S1 -A-NCE (Engelfriet and co-workers [7, 9]). It is also shown that Sk -NLC&
Sk+1 -eNCE{< for all k1, which extends the known separation result Sk+1 -
eNCE/Sk -eNCE, k1, stated above. As a consequence of these separation
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results, the hierarchy of node replacement graph languages presented in Kim [20]
can be fully extended to one that contains NLC, NCE, and eNCE (=eNLC)
classes as well as their k-separated, linear, andor apex subclasses.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The reader is assumed to be familiar with formal-language theory (Salomaa
[26]). This section contains definitions of the graph grammars introduced briefly in
the Introduction and discussed in the subsequent sections of the present paper. For
a finite set A, its cardinality is denoted by *A. The empty set is denoted by <. The
inclusion (proper inclusion) relation is denoted by  (/).
Let 7, 1 be alphabets (of node and edge labels). A graph over 7 and 1 is a
system H=(V, E, ,), where V is a finite set of nodes, E is a finite set of edges, and
,: V  7 is a node-labeling function. An edge has the form (u, #, v), or equivalently
(v, #, u), where u, v # V, u{V, and # # 1. As a special case, if *1=1, then H is
called a graph over 7. Thus, we consider undirected node-labeled (and optionally
edge-labeled) graphs without loops. The three components of a graph H are
denoted by VH , EH , and ,H . The set of all graphs over 7 (and 1 ) is denoted by
GR7 (GR7, 1); a graph language is any of its subsets.
Let H be a graph. For an edge of H, its two nodes are neighbors or they are
called adjacent. For a node v in H, the degree of v is the number of nodes adjacent
to v in H. A sequence p=(v1 , v2 , ..., vr) of nodes in H is a path between v1 and vr
if vi and vi+1 are neighbors for all i # [1, 2, ..., r&1]. If p is a path such that r3
and v1 , vr are neighbors, then it is a cycle. A simple path (cycle) is a path (cycle)
consisting of distinct nodes.
A graph H is connected if there is a path between each pair of its nodes. H is a
tree if it is a connected graph without any cycle. H is a chain if it is a tree such that
*EH=*VH&1 (so, it simply consists of a single path). H is the empty graph,
denoted by 4, if VH=<.
An eNCE grammar is a system G=(7, 2, 1, 0, P, Z), where 7 is an alphabet of
node labels, 27 is an alphabet of terminal node labels (the symbols in 7&2 are
nonterminal node labels), 1 is an alphabet of edge labels, 01 is an alphabet of ter-
minal edge labels (the symbols in 1&0 are nonterminal edge labels), P is a finite
set of productions of the form (A, X, ) such that A # 7&2 (the left-hand side),
X # GR7, 1 (the right-hand side), and VX_1_1_7 (the embedding relation),
and Z # GR7, 1 is the axiom graph.
Consider a production (A, X, ) of G such that Vx=[u, v, w, x, y], EX=
[(u, +, v), (v, +, w), (w, +, u), (u, #, x), (v, #, y)], ,X (u)=a, ,X (v)=a, ,X (w)=b,
,X (x)=B, ,X ( y)=C, and =[(u, +, #, c), (v, +, +, d )]. Such a production can be
described by a diagram as shown in Fig. 1, where the symbol A in the upper left
corner of the box represents the left-hand side, the graph located inside the box
represents the right-hand side, and the two lines crossing the box represent the
embedding relation. When this production is applied to a graph H, G does the
following in one derivation step: (1) removes a node of H, say z, labeled by A and
all its incident edges, (2) adds X into the resulting graph by creating a new edge
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FIG. 1. A production rule of an eNCE grammar.
labeled by # (+) between u (v) and each former neighbor z$ of z such that
,H(z$)=c (d) and (z$, +, z) # EH , and (3) renames the nodes of X added in (2)
so that each node in the finally obtained graph can be uniquely identified.
This example should convince the reader how an eNCE production is applied to
a graph; see Engelfriet et al. [11] for a formal definition of the eNCE derivation
step.
For two graphs H, K # Gr7, 1 , denote by H O K if K can be obtained by applying
a production of G to H. Let O* denote the transitive reflexive closure of O .
A graph H # Gr7, 1 such that Z O* H is called a sentential form of G. A sequence
of sentential forms, (H0 , H1 , ..., Hn), is called a derivation for Hn in G if H0=Z
and Hi O Hi+1 for all i # [0, 1, ..., n&1]. The language generated by G is the
set L(G)=[H # GR2, 0 | Z O* H].
G is an NCE grammar if *1=*0=1. Thus, G does not use edge labels; G is
simply written as G=(7, 2, P, Z) and if (A, X, ) is a production of G then
VX _7. G is an NLC grammar if it is an NCE grammar and its embedding
relation does not distinguish nodes labeled by the same symbol on the right-hand
side of each production. (In other words, node labels are used instead of node iden-
tities in the embedding process.) Thus, if (A, X, ) is a production of G then
7_7.
An NLC (NCE or eNCE) grammar G is a k-separated grammar, k1, if the dis-
tance between each pair of nonterminal nodes in the axiom and on the right-hand
side of each production is at least k. (This implies that the distance between each
pair of nonterminal nodes in each sentential form is at least k, and vice versa.) G
is a linear grammar if each of its sentential forms contains at most one nonterminal
node. G is an apex grammar if its embedding relations establish connection between
terminal nodes only. A k-separated (linear or apex) grammar is denoted by prefix-
ing Sk (Lin or A) to NLC, NCE, or eNCE.
Observe that the production in Fig. 1 is an S3 -A-eNCE production. (A, B, C are
nonterminal labels and a, b, c, d are terminal labels.) If all edge labels in Fig. 1 are
relabelled by a same symbol or if they are simply removed, the resulting production
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is an S3 -A-NCE production but is not an NLC production since the two a-labeled
nodes on the right-hand side are connected differently to outside nodes.
For any grammar type X, the class of graph languages generated by X grammars
will be simply denoted by X.
3. THE SEPARATION RESULTS
The inclusion relations for k-separated (apex) eNCE graph languages have been
thoroughly investigated: Sk+1-A-eNCE=Sk -A-eNCE for all k1 (Engelfriet et al.
[10]) and Sk+1 -eNCE/Sk -eNCE for all k1 (Engelfriet et al. [10, 11], Kim and
Lee [22]). We shall consider the NLC and NCE counterparts of these two rela-
tions. The main result proved in this section is the relation
Sk -A-NLC&Sk+1 -A-NCE{<, k2,
which immediately implies Sk+1 -A-NLC/Sk-A-NLC and Sk+1 -A-NCE/Sk -A-
NCE, k2. We shall also prove the relation
Sk -NLC&Sk+1 -eNCE{<, k1,
which implies Sk+1-NLC/Sk -NLC and Sk+1 -NCE/Sk -NCE as well as Sk+1 -
eNCE/Sk -eNCE, for all k1. As shall be discussed in the next section, these rela-
tions will yield, together with other known relations, an extended hierarchy of node
replacement graph languages.
In relation to the main result proved in this section, the relations stated in
Theorem 3.1 given below, corresponding (and contrasting) to the case k=1 of the
main result, are already known.
Theorem 3.1 (Engelfriet and co-workers [7, 9]). S2 -A-NLC=S1 -A-NLC and
S2 -A-NCE=S1 -A-NCE.
We shall prove now the relation Sk -A-NLC&Sk+1 -A-NCE{<, k2. Let
Gk=(7k , 2k , Pk , Zk), k2, be a k-separated apex NLC grammar such that
7k=[A, a, V ], 2k=[a, V ], Zk is the graph obtained from the triangular structure
shown in Fig. 2a by replacing each side (a chain of three V-labeled nodes) by a
chain of k&1 V-labeled nodes, and Pk consists of two productions, one obtained by
modifying the right-hand side of the first production in Fig. 2b similarly to Zk and
the other as in the second production in Fig. 2b. (Figure 2 shows the axiom and the
productions of G4 . On the right-hand side of the first production of Gk , the
V-labeled node that is adjacent to two a-labeled nodes has distance wk2x and Wk2X,
respectively, from the two A-labeled nodes.) An example of a graph generated by
Gk , k=4, is shown in Fig. 3, where circled nodes are a-labeled nodes and others are
V-labeled nodes. Let Lk=L(Gk). We shall prove that Lk is not generated by any
(k+1)-separated apex NCE grammar, thus Lk # Sk -A-NLC&Sk+1 -A-NCE for all
k2.
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FIG. 2. The axiom graph and the production rules of G4 .
We need some new definitions for substructures of the graphs in Lk . Let H be an
arbitrary graph in Lk . A node in H is an a-node (V-node) if it is labeled by a (V).
Every a-node u in H has exactly one neighbor labeled by a, which is called the mate
of u and denoted by u . The edge [u, u ] is called a hinge of H. Note that every hinge
h separates H into two parts. One of them containing two V-nodes adjacent to both
nodes of h is called the negative side of h and the other (if nonempty) containing
one V-node adjacent to both nodes of h and two V-nodes adjacent to only one of
them is called the positive side of h.
Consider any simple cycle in H consisting of the six a-nodes and 3(k&1) V-nodes
located along the hexagonal substructure of H (see Fig. 3). The subgraph of H
induced by the node set of this cycle is called a cell. Two cells are adjacent if they
share common nodes. Incidently, two cells are adjacent only through a hinge, by
joining its negative and positive sides. Each cell adjacent to only one other cell is
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FIG. 3. A graph generated by G4 .
called a leaf cell. Each cell that is not a leaf cell is called an internal cell. There is a unique
internal cell that is located in the negative sides of all its three hinges; this cell is called
the root cell. The underlying tree structure of H, denoted by tree(H), is a rooted tree in
which nodes represent the cells of H (the root represents the root cell of H) and edges
represent adjacency between the cells of H. The ancestordescendant relation between
two cells can be well defined by considering their relative locations in the underlying tree
structure of H. Furthermore, if two cells are located close enough to each other, then
such a relationship can be determined locally by observing the locations of the
negativepositive sides of the associated hinges.
Let C be an arbitrary cell of H and let h be any hinge associated with C. The
nodes in h are positive (negative) a-nodes of C if C is in the positive (negative) side
of h; h is called positive or negative hinge of C accordingly. (In a derivation for H
in Gk , C is embedded into the existing graph by inserting its positive hinge into the
negative side of the hinge.) The subgraph of H induced by the set of all nodes
reachable to h without going through any node in C is denoted by H(C, h). Note
that H(C, h) contains both nodes of h but no other node of C. If h is a hinge that
is not in the root cell, its mate, denoted by h , is the hinge such that h and h are
negative hinges of the same cell.
A cell C of H is at the level i, i0, denoted by levelH(C)=i, if in tree(H), the
distance between the root node and the node corresponding to C is i. For a positive
integer r, H is the extended star of radius r, denoted by star(r), if each leaf cell of
H is at the level r. For instance, the graph in Fig. 3 is star(2).
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Now, suppose to the contrary that Lk # Sk+1 -A-NCE. Let G=(7, 2, P, Z) be an
Sk+1 -A-NCE grammar such that L(G)=Lk . Assume without loss of generality that
2=[a, V ] and Z contains one node only, labeled by a nonterminal symbol. Let t
be the maximum number of terminal nodes on the right-hand sides of the pro-
ductions of G and let $=3k+3 (the number of nodes in a cell of H). Let
r=2(t+1)($+1) and H=star(r). We shall prove that H cannot be generated by
G. As it is clear that H # Lk , this would contradict our assumption that L(G)=Lk .
By our assumption for now that Lk is generated by G, there exists a derivation
D=(H0 , H1 , ..., Hn) in G such that H0=Z and Hn=H. Assume that, for each
i # [0, 1, ..., n&1], the derivation step Hi O Hi+1 is realized by replacing a nonter-
minal node xi in Hi by a graph Xi .
The main technique used in the contradiction proof that follows is a close obser-
vation of the timing of the cells of H in ancestordescendant relationship being
generated by G. A similar technique was used earlier to obtain the relation Sk+1 -
eNCE/Sk -eNCE, k3, in Kim and Lee [22], where observation of the timing of
the knots (nodes with degree at least three) in the ancestordescendant relationship
being generated led to the proof. The witness graph language Lk used here,
however, is much different from (and more complicated than) that used in [22]
because of the additional apexness feature. We shall note that the a-nodes in H are
like knots in the proof given in [22]; they are k-separated everywhere except for
a-nodes that are mates. The structure around a hinge in H has been introduced to
handle the apexness and to enforce any grammar-generating graphs in Lk to do so
basically top-down in the underlying tree structure of the graphs, as Gk does.
We shall first observe that a certain critical type of incomplete cell, which Gk
creates in a derivation for H, is unavoidably created by G. Call a cell C of H com-
plete in H i , 1in, if all its nodes and edges appear in Hi and critically incomplete
in Hi if at least one of its two positive a-nodes appears in Hi but some two negative,
nonmate a-nodes of C do not appear in Hi . (Gk generates H by repeatedly creating
critically incomplete cells, see the first production in Fig. 2b. The specific features
given in the definition of a critically incomplete cell will be used to derive a con-
tradiction.) Let C0 denote the root cell of H. We shall assume that D is a derivation
for H such that C0 is completed as early as possible; i.e., it is one with C0 as a com-
plete cell in Hi for the smallest possible i. There is no loss of generality in assuming
this because G is confluent, and so, derivation steps creating parts of C0 can be
shifted to the left without affecting the finally generated graph.
Lemma 3.2. There exists an integer + such that C0 is complete in H+ and some
cell C with none of its nodes in H+ and levelH(C)(t+1) $+2t is critically incom-
plete in H++1 .
Proof. Let +0 be the largest integer such that no node of C0 appears in H+0 . Let
:0 , ;0 , and #0 be the three hinges associated with C0 and let I0=H(C0 , :0),
J0=H(C0 , ;0), and K0=H(C0 , #0). Suppose that some nodes from each of I0 , J0 ,
and K0 are in H+0 or generated by some nonterminal node other than x+0 in H+0 .
Then, as these three types of nodes must be connected to C0 through paths not
sharing any terminal node and G is an apex grammar, there exist distinct nodes
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u1 , u2 , u3 in H+0 and distinct nodes v1 , v2 , v3 in X+0 such that [u1 , v1] belongs to I0 ,
[u2 , v2] belongs to J0 , and [u3 , v3] belongs to K0 . As 2=[a, V ], at least two of
u1 , u2 , and u3 must have the same label. Assume that ,H(u1)=,H(u2). Then the
NCE rewriting mechanism (that distinguishes the neighbors of a nonterminal node
by node labels only, not by their identities) implies that [u1 , v2] and [u2 , v1] are
also edges of H. As this is clearly not true, it follows that all nodes in at least one
of I0 , J0 , and K0 are generated by x+0 . We shall assume that I0 has this property.
We shall first find a sequence H(C0 , :0), H(C1 , :1), ..., H(C$ , :$) such that, for
each i # [1, 2, ..., $], Ci is a cell from H(Ci&1 , : i&1), levelH(C i)=(t+1) i, :i is a
negative hinge of Ci , and if +i is the largest integer such that no node of Ci appears
in H+i then all nodes in H(Ci , :i) are generated by x+i , and furthermore +0<
+1< } } } <+$ . Note that H(C0 , :0) (=I0) has been already determined. To find
others in the above sequence, we shall use an inductive argument. For this, suppose
that H(C0 , :0), H(C1 , :1), ..., H(Cm , :m) have been found, for some m0. Let +0 ,
+1 , ..., +m be the associated integers as defined above. By the induction basis and
hypothesis, levelH(Cm)=(t+1) m and all nodes in H(Cm , :m) are generated by
x+m . There exist 2
t cells with their level at (t+1)(m+1) in H(Cm , :m). Further-
more, no two such cells share any common node. As 2tt+1 and X+m contains at
most t terminal nodes, at least one of such 2t descendant cells of Cm in H(Cm , :m)
has one of its nodes and none of the nodes of its descendant cells in X+m ; call any
one of them Cm+1 . Let :, ;, and # be the three hinges associated with Cm+1 and
let I=H(Cm+1 , :), J=H(Cm+1 , ;), and K=H(Cm+1 , #). Along the observation
made earlier for C0 , if +m+1 is the largest integer such that no node of Cm+1
appears in H+m+1 then all nodes in one of I, J, and K are generated by x+m+1 . Let
I be the one that has this property and let :m+1=:. Then, clearly, :m+1 is a
negative hinge of Cm+1 . Furthermore, +m<+m+1 . It is straightforward to see now
that the sequence (C0 , :0), (C1 , :1), ..., (Cm+1 , :m+1) satisfies the conditions given
above. Finally, we can find such a sequence (C0 , :0), (C1 , :1), ..., (C$ , :$) since
levelH(C$)=(t+1) $<r.
Recall that C0 is completed as early as possible in D. Then it is easy to observe,
by using the fact that C0 contains $ nodes and G is an apex grammar, that C0 is
a complete cell in H+$ . If C$ is critically incomplete in H+$+1 then the lemma holds
immediately with +=+$ and C=C$ since C$ has none of its nodes in H+$ and
levelH(C$)=(t+1) $<(t+1) $+2t. (Note that (t+1) $+2t<r.) To proceed
further, assume that C$ is not critically incomplete in H+$+1 . Note that some nodes
of C$ appear in H+$+1 (or simply in X+$). There are two cases to consider: either
a positive a-node of C$ appears in X+$ or no positive a-node of C$ appears in X+$ .
Case 1. At least one positive a-node of C$ appears in X+$ . As C$ is not critically
incomplete in H+$+1 , at least one of the two negative hinges of C$ must appear in
X+$ . Let :$$ be a negative hinge of C$ that appears in X+$ .
Suppose first that all nodes in H(C$ , :$$) are generated by x+$ . Let C be the
immediate descendant cell of C$ that shares :$$ with C$ . Then C is in a situation
similar to C$ , in that at least one of its two positive a-nodes appears in X+$ . It is
not difficult to see now, by using an inductive argument, that some cell C in
H(C$ , :$$) with levelH(C)levelH(C$)+w(t&1)2x<(t+1) $+t<(t+1) $+2t is
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critically incomplete in H+$+1 . Let C be such a cell at the lowest level. Then the
lemma holds again with +=+$ in this case.
Suppose now that there exists at least one node from H(C$ , :$$) that is not
generated by x+$ . Then :$$=: $ (the mate of :$) because all nodes in H(C$ , :$) are
generated by x+$ . Let C be the cell that shares :$ with C$ and let +^ be the largest
integer such that no node of :$ appears in H+^ . Then +^+$ . Suppose first that
+^=+$ . If at least one node of :$ appears in X+$ then an inductive argument similar
to that given earlier proves the lemma. Otherwise, this situation reduces to Case 2
considered later. (Use C instead of C$ in Case 2. The only difference is that
levelH(C )=levelH(C$)+1. We shall prove that levelH(C) is strictly smaller than
(t+1) $+2t, for all C considered in both Case 1 and Case 2. The proof of Case 2
will refer, from time to time, to the inductive argument given at the beginning of
the proof of Case 1 but will not refer to any subcases of Case 1 that involve recur-
sive references to Case 2. This should justify our reference to Case 2 made here.) We
shall consider now the case +^>+$ . We shall assume, without loss of generality, that
C is not critically incomplete in H+^+1 and at least one node from :$ appears in X+^
since, otherwise, either the lemma holds with +=+^ and C=C or the given situation
reduces to Case 2 again.
Let h, h be the negative hinges of C . Along the observation made earlier, at least
one of h and h , say h, has the property that all nodes in H(C , h) are generated by
x+^ . Furthermore, at least one of h and h (call it h$) appears in X+^ since C is not
critically incomplete in H+^+1 and a positive a-node of C is in H+^+1 . If all nodes
in H(C , h$) are generated by x+^ then an inductive argument as used earlier proves
the lemma. So, assume that some nodes in H(C , h$) are not generated by x+^ . Then
h$=h . As G is an apex grammar, there exist edges [u1 , v1] from C$ and [u2 , v2]
from H(C , h ) such that u1 , u2 are in H+^ and v1 , v2 are in X+^ . It is easy to see, by
using the NCE rewriting mechanism, that ,H(u1){,H(u2). Let C be the cell at the
lowest level with such an edge [u2 , v2].
We shall first examine the status of C$ at the boundary of H+^ and X +^ . To com-
plete the cyclic structure of C$ , there must be an edge [u$1 , v$1] ({[u1 , v1]) of C$
such that u$1 is in H+^ and v$1 is in X+^ . In fact, there must exist such an edge [u$1 , v$1]
with u$1 {u1 and v$1 {v1 because C$ has more than one node in H +^ , all nodes in
C are generated by x+^ , and the connection between C$ and C is established through
:$ . It is clear that ,H(u$1)=,H(u1) ({,H(u2)), and so, [u1 , v$1] and [u$1 , v1] are
also edges of C$ because of the NCE rewriting mechanism. We shall observe that,
in fact, [v1 , v$1]=:$ . Suppose first, to the contrary, that u1 , u$1 are a-nodes. If
u1 , u$1 are mates then they form a negative hinge of C$ (i.e., [u1 , u$1]=: $) and v1 , v$1
are V-nodes in C$ . To connect v1 , v$1 and a positive a-node of C$ that is in H+^ , there
must be another edge [u"1 , v"1] of C$ such that u"1 (  [u1 , u$1]) is in H+^ and v"1 is in
X+^ . Then u"1 is an a-node because ,H(u2)= V and G is an apex NCE grammar. This
means that k=2 (since v1 and v$1 have three a-nodes as common neighbors) and it
is easy to see, by considering the way to complete the structure of C$ (particularly,
u "1 is either in H+^ or in X+^) and the NCE rewriting mechanism, that this results in
a contradiction. Now, if u1 , u$1 are not mates then it must be that k=2 again
because (u1 , v1 , u$1 , v$1) is a cycle, and consideration of a few possible ways to com-
plete C$ yields a contradiction similarly. It follows that ,H(u1)=,H(u$1)=V, and
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clearly ,H(u2)=,H(v1)=,H(v$1)=a. Note that a positive a-node of C$ is in H+^ .
Then it is easy to see now that [v1 , v$1]=:$ .
To proceed further, we shall assume that there is no critically incomplete cell
with none of its nodes in H+^ and its level smaller than (t+1) $+2t in H+^+1 .
(Otherwise, the lemma holds immediately with +=+^.) Then it is not difficult to see,
by using an inductive argument, that levelH(C )levelH(C$)+t=(t+1) $+t
because of our choice of C . To complete the cyclic structure of C , there is an edge
[u$2 , v$2] ({[u2 , v2]) of C such that u$2 is in H+^ and v$2 is in X+^ , where u$2 , v$2 are
terminal nodes since G is an apex grammar. Suppose first that there is no such an
edge with u$2 {u2 . Then u2 is the only node of C that is not generated by x+^ and,
clearly, u 2 is in X+^ . In fact, u2 is the only node from H(C , h ) that is not generated
by x +^ because of the labels of u1 and u2 (,H(u1)= V and ,H(u2)=a) and of the
NCE rewriting mechanism. If u2 is a positive a-node of C then no negative a-node
of C appears in X+^ since, otherwise, an inductive argument as used earlier would
show the existence of a critically incomplete cell (a descendant cell of C ) in H+^+1
with its level smaller than (t+1) $+2t, a contradiction to our assumption made
above. However, this means that all negative a-nodes of C are generated from a
single nonterminal node in X+^ since G is a (k+1)-separated grammar. With the fact
that u 2 and the two V-nodes in C that are adjacent to u2 are in X+^ (because G is
an apex grammar), the reader can easily check that this results in a contradiction,
too. (The two negative hinges of C cannot be generated from a single nonterminal
node in this situation.) Now, if u2 is a negative a-node of C then it is easy to see
that consideration of the immediate descendant cell of C that shares [u2 , u 2] with
C yields a contradiction similarly. It follows that we can assume u$2 {u2 . Suppose
now that v2 (=v$2) is the only node of C that is generated by x+^ . Then ,H(u2)=
,H(u$2)=a and ,H(v2)= V . This means that there is another edge [u"2 , v"2] from an
ancestor cell of C in H(C , h ) such that u"2 is in H+^ and v"2 is in X+^ , and this is clearly
a contradiction to our choice of C . It follows that we can assume u$2 {u2 and
v$2 {v2 , and clearly ,H(u2)=,H(u$2)=a, ,H(v2)=,H(v$2)=V, and [u2 , u$2] is a
negative hinge of C .
Let C $ be the immediate descendant cell of C that shares [u2 , u$2] with C . Then
no node of C $ can be generated by x +^ because of the labels of u1 , u$1 , u2 , u$2 and
of the apex NCE rewriting mechanism. Recall that all nodes in H(C$ , :$) are
generated by x+$ . Then all nodes of C $ must appear in H+^ since x+^ is adjacent to
u2 , u$2 in H+^ and G is a (k+1)-separated grammar. Let h$ be any negative hinge
of C $. Then a cell C in H(C $, h$) with levelH(C)<(t+1) $+2t must be critically
incomplete in H+$+1 , as can be observed by using an inductive argument. (Recall
that levelH(C )(t+1) $+t.) Therefore, the lemma holds with +=+$ in this case.
This completes the proof of Case 1.
Case 2. No positive a-node of C$ appears in X+$ . There certainly must exist a
nonterminal node x+^ (+^>+$) in X+$ that generates both positive a-nodes of C$ . As
G is an apex grammar, to establish the connection between C0 and C$ , there must
be an edge [u1 , v1] such that u1 is in X+$ and belongs to an ancestor cell of C$ and
v2 is in X+^ . We shall assume without loss of generality that there is a path between
u1 and the nodes of C0 in H+$+1 that does not go through x+^ and does realize such
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a path in H. Let C8 be a cell of H containing [u1 , v1] as an edge. To complete the
cyclic structure of C8 , there exists another edge [u$1 , v$1] ({[u1 , v1]) of C8 such that
u$1 is in X+$ and v$1 is in X+^ . As some nodes of C$ appear in X+$ and some nodes
of C$ are generated by x +^ , there must also be an edge [u2 , v2] of C$ such that u2
is in X+$ and v2 is in X+^ .
Along the observation made in Case 1, we can assume that u$1 {u1 , v$1 {v1 ,
,H(u1)=,H(u$1)=V, ,H(u2)=a, and [v1 , v$1] is a negative hinge of C8 . Further-
more, all nodes other than v1 , v$1 in C8 appear in H+$+1 since G is a (k+1)-
separated grammar. Let h8 be the mate of the negative hinge [v1 , v$1] of C8 . Then no
node in H(C8 , h8 ) can be generated by x+^ because of the labels of u1 , u$1 , u2 and of
the apex NCE rewriting mechanism. If all nodes in H(C8 , h8 ) are generated by x+$ ,
then an inductive argument as used in Case 1 proves the lemma. So, assume that
some nodes in H(C8 , h8 ) are not generated by x+$ . It is not difficult to see, by using
the apex NCE rewriting mechanism, that there exist edges [u0 , v0] and [u$0 , v$0]
from the negative side of the hinge [v1 , v$1] such that u0 , u$0 are in H+$ , v0 , v$0 are
in X+$ , and ,H(u0){,H(u$0), where [u0 , v0] connects C0 and the positive hinge of
C8 and [u$0 , v$0] is in H(C8 , h8 ). Now, let :$$=[u2 , u 2]. Then :$$ is a negative hinge of
C$ (because no positive a-node of C$ appears in X+$) and all nodes in H(C$ , :$$)
are generated by x+$ because of the labels of u0 , u$0 and of the apex NCE rewriting
mechanism.
Suppose first that u 2 , as well as u2 , is in X+$ . Then all nodes in H(C$ , :$$) are
generated by x+$ but none of them is generated by x+^ because of the labels of u1 ,
u$1 , u2 and of the apex NCE rewriting mechanism. Along the discussion made in
Case 1, it is easy to see in this case that some cell C in H(C$ , :$$) with
levelH(C)<(t+1) $+2t is critically incomplete in H+$+1 . Thus, the lemma holds
again with +=+$ . Suppose now that u 2 is not in X+$ . Then u 2 is in X+^ . In fact, all
nodes but u2 in C$ and H(C$ , :$$) are generated by x+^ because of the labels of
u1 , u$1 , u2 and of the apex NCE rewriting mechanism. Let C denote the immediate
descendant cell of C$ that shares :$$ with C$ . Then, as u2 is in X+$ and G is an apex
grammar, the two V-nodes in C that are adjacent to u2 are in X+^ . It is not difficult
to see that at least one negative a-node of C appears in X+^ . (Otherwise, all four
negative a-nodes of C are generated by a single nonterminal node in X+^ since G is
a (k+1)-separated grammar and this is not possible as we discussed earlier.) Now,
an inductive argument as used in Case 1 implies that if +=+^ then there exists a cell
C in H(C$ , :$$) with levelH(C)<(t+1) $+2t which is critically incomplete in
H++1 . Thus, the lemma holds in this final case, too, since C0 is complete in H+ and
C has none of its nodes in H+ . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. K
Let + and C be as defined in Lemma 3.2. Then all a-nodes of C not in X+ are
generated by a single nonterminal node in X+ since G is a (k+1)-separated gram-
mar. (These a-nodes include two negative, nonmate a-nodes of C that are not in
X+ . Note that Gk generates the two negative hinges of C by using two nonter-
minals.) We shall show in the rest of the proof that this leads to a contradiction.
Let h denote the positive hinge of C and let h$, h $ denote the two negative hinges
of C. For each h # [h$, h $] and each cell C in H(C, h ), let cells(C, C ) denote the set
consisting of C and all its ancestor cells in H(C, h ).
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Lemma 3.3. There exists a cell C$ from H(C, h$) such that both the positive
a-nodes of each cell in cells(C, C$) are generated by x+ . Similarly, there exists a cell
C $ from H(C, h $) such that both the positive a-nodes of each cell in cells(C, C $) are
generated by x+ .
Proof. As C0 is complete in H+ and nodes of C appear for the first time in
H++1 , the argument given in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.2 implies that
at least one of h$ and h $, say h$, has the property that all nodes in H(C, h$) are
generated by x+ . So, clearly the first statement of the lemma holds.
If x+ also generates all nodes in H(C, h $), then the second statement of the lemma
holds immediately. Suppose now that some nodes in H(C, h $) are not generated by
x+ . Along the observation made in the proof of Lemma 3.2, there exist edges
[u1 , v1], [u$1 , v$1] from H(C, h) and an edge [u2 , v2] from H(C, h $) such that
u1 , u$1 , u2 are distinct nodes in H+ , v1 , v$1 , v2 are distinct nodes in X+ ,
,H(u1)=,H(u$1)=V, and ,H(u2)=a. Let C denote the immediate descendant cell of
C that shares h $ with C. Then it is not difficult to see, by using the labels of u1 , u$1 ,
u2 and the apex NCE rewriting mechanism, that there exists a negative hinge h of
C such that all nodes in H(C , h ) are generated by x+ . Clearly, the second statement
of the lemma follows from this. K
Let C$ and C $ be as defined in Lemma 3.3. We shall observe now how C$ and
C $ have been created from the critically incomplete cell C in H++1 , by using a
backward analysis of the derivation D of H.
Lemma 3.4. There exists an integer ! such that x! generates exactly one or two
a-nodes of C, both belonging to h$. Similarly, there exists an integer ! such that x!
generates exactly one or two a-nodes of C, both belonging to h $.
Proof. We shall prove the first statement of the lemma; the second statement
follows along the same argument. Let ’ be the smallest integer such that any cell
in cells(C, C$), say C , has both its positive a-nodes in H’+1 . Assume that C is such
a cell at the lowest level if two or more cells in cells(C, C$) satisfy this property.
Then ’+ and at least one of the two positive a-nodes of C is in X’ .
We shall consider first the case where no positive a-node of C is in H’ ; thus ’=+
since a positive a-node of C appears in H++1 (because C is critically incomplete in
H++1). Note that C has both its positive a-nodes in X’ . As at least one a-node of
h$ does not appear in H++1 (=H’+1), there exists a nonterminal node x i (i>’) in
X’ that generates at least one a-node of h$. In H i+1 , there exists a path between a
positive a-node of C that is in X’ and an a-node of h$ or a nonterminal node
generating it that is in Xi . There also exists a path between the latter and the two
positive a-nodes of C that are in X’ . It is not difficult to see, along the discussion
made in the proof of Lemma 3.2, that there exist edges [u1 , v1], [u$1 , v$1] of C and
[u2 , v2] of a descendant (ancestor) cell of C (C ) such that u1 , u$1 are distinct V-nodes
in X’ , [v1 , v$1] is a negative hinge of C in Xi , u2 is an a-node in X’ , and v2 is in
Xi . Furthermore, no node other than v1 and v$1 in C can be generated by xi . There-
fore, the lemma holds with !=i in this case.
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We shall consider now the case where a positive a-node of C (call it z) is in H’ ;
thus ’>+ because no node of C is in H+ . Recall that at least one positive a-node
of C (call it z~ ) is in X’ . There exists an edge [u, v] such that u is in H’ and v is
in X’ , which realizes the connection between z and z~ . (u, v are terminal nodes
because G is an apex grammar.) Assume without loss of generality that there is a
path in H’ , not going through x’ , that realizes the connection between u and z in
H. Let C $ be the cell containing [u, v] as an edge. In order to complete the cyclic
structure of C $, there must exist another edge [u$, v$] ({[u, v]) of C $ such that u$
is in H’ and v$ is in X’ , where u$, v$ are terminal nodes. We shall do a case analysis
now, considering how nodes of C $ are split at the boundary of H’ and X’ .
Case 1. u is in the only node of C $ that is not generated by x’ , and so, u=u$
and v{v$. Because of our choice of u, it must be that ,H(u)=a, u is in X’ (because
of the apexness of G), and [u, u ] is the positive hinge of C $. Thus, C $=C because
of our choice of C . Let C8 be the immediate ancestor cell of C $ that shares [u, u ]
with C $. Note that at least one of the two positive a-nodes of C8 is not generated
by x’ because of our choice of u. In fact, this a-node is in H’ since G is a (k+1)-
separated grammar, and the mate of this node is also in H’ since, otherwise, it must
be in X’ , and so, it would be connected to both its mate and u when x’ is replaced
by X’ because of the NCE rewriting mechanism. To proceed further, refer to the
names of the nodes of C8 , shown in Fig. 4.
We shall assume that u0=u, and so, u 0=u . Note that u0 , uk , and vk are in H’
and u 0 is in X’ . Now, suppose in contrast that v0 or v 0 , say v 0 , is generated by x’ .
Then some vj (1 jk&1) must be in H’ since, otherwise, v1 , v2 , ..., vk&1 are all
generated by x’ because G is a (k+1)-separated grammar, and so, vk&1 (u 0) would
be connected to u0 (vk) when X’ is replaced by X’ because of the apex NCE rewrit-
ing mechanism. Let j be the smallest such integer. It is not difficult to see that each
V-node located on the path between u 0 and v 0 that goes through w (i.e., the bottom
path in Fig. 4) is also generated by x’ because of the label of vj in H’ . Now, when
x’ is replaced by X’ , w is generated and connected to uk , vk and, at the same time,
FIG. 4. A cell C8 of a graph in Lk , k=4.
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u 0 is generated and connected to u0 . However, this means that u 0 is also connected
to uk and vk because of the NCE rewriting mechanism, a contradiction. It follows
that neither v0 nor v 0 is generated by x’ .
Note that all a-nodes of C8 except u are in H’ since G is a (k+1)-separated gram-
mar. It must be that C8 =C since, otherwise, ’ is not the smallest integer such that
any cell in cells(C, C$) has both its positive a-nodes in H’+1 (i.e., ’&1 would
be a smaller such integer since C8 has both its positive a-nodes in H’), a contra-
diction to our assumption made earlier about ’. Therefore, the lemma holds with
!=’ in this case because x! generates exactly one a-node of C, which belongs
to h$.
Case 2. v is the only node of C $ that is generated by x’ , and so, u{u$ and
v=v$. If v is a negative a-node of C $ then the lemma holds immediately with !=’
since C $=C as we observed in Case 1. It is not possible that v is a positive a-node
of C $ since, otherwise, we can easily derive a contradiction by using the fact that
the mate of v and the two V-nodes adjacent to v in C $ are in H’ and that there is
a path between a negative hinge of C $, which is in H’ since G is (k+1)-separated,
and the positive a-node z~ of C , which is in X’ . We shall assume now the only
remaining case that ,H(v)=V.
To establish the connection between C $ and C , there must be an edge [u", v"]
other than [u, v] and [u$, v] belonging to a descendant cell of C $ in cells(C, C$)
(call it C ), such that u" is in H’ , v" is in X’ , and there is a path between u (or u$)
and u" in H’ , not going through x’ , which realizes such a path in H. Assume that
C is the cell at the lowest level with such an edge [u"2 , v"2]. To complete the cyclic
structure of C , there exists another edge [u$$$, v$$$] ({[u", v"]) of C such that u$$$
is in H’ and v$$$ is in X’ . If u" (=u$$$) is the only node of C that is not generated
by x’ , then u" is a positive a-node of C (because of the path between u and u") and
u " is in X’ (because G is an apex grammar). Along the discussion made in Case 1,
the immediate ancestor cell of C (call it C $) has all its a-nodes except u " in H’ .
Furthermore, C $  [C, C ]. This is clearly a contradiction to our choice of ’. Sup-
pose now that v" (=v$$$) is the only node of C that is generated by x’ . If v" is a
negative a-node of C then this leads to a contradiction similarly to the case of C $
considered above. If v" is a positive a-node of C then it must be that C =C because
v " is in H’ . Note that u and u$ are V-nodes because of the a-nodes v " in H’ and
v" in X’ (and of the NCE rewriting mechanism and the fact that C {C $). Note also
that v" is adjacent to two V-nodes of C , which are in H’ because G is an apex gram-
mar. This means that v is also adjacent to these V-nodes of C (because of the NCE
rewriting mechanism), clearly a contradiction. Now, if v" is a V-node then repeating
the above argument with a descendent cell of C yields a contradiction. Thus, we
shall assume in the following discussion that u"{u$$$ and v"{v$$$.
Suppose, to the contrary, that [u, u$] & [u", u$$$]{<, say u$=u". Then u$ is a
negative (positive) a-node of C $ (C ). It must be that ,H(v")=V since, otherwise,
v"=u $, and so, v is not the only node of C $ that is generated by x’ , a contradiction.
Clearly, u $ is in H’ because v, which is adjacent to u$, must be adjacent to u $.
However, this is a contradiction to our choice of ’ since C has both its positive
a-nodes, u$ and u $, in H’ . It follows that u, u$, u", and u$$$ are distinct nodes.
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It is not difficult to see now that ,H(u)=,H(u$){,H(u")=,H(u$$$). Note
also that (u", v", u$$$, v$$$) is a cycle of length four in C . Suppose first that
,H(u)=,H(u$)=a and ,H(u")=,H(u$$$)=V. It must be that both v" and v$$$ are
a-nodes. If [v", v$$$] is a negative hinge of C then this situation leads to a contradic-
tion to our choice of ’ (both positive a-nodes of C are in H’ but C  [C, C ]), as
we observed earlier. Otherwise, it must be that k=2 (one of v" or v $$$ is a positive
a-node of C and the other is a negative a-node of C ), and v " or v $$$ (a positive
a-node of C ) must be in H’ because of our choice of u". However, this is also a con-
tradiction since then both v" and v$$$ would be adjacent to other a-nodes in H’ ,
such as u and u$, because of the NCE rewriting mechanism. Suppose now that
,H(u)=,H(u$)=V and ,H(u")=,H(u$$$)=a. Then k3 since ,H(v)=V. This
means that [u", u$$$] is a negative hinge of C (because (u", v", u$$$, v$$$) is a cycle
of length four and k3), a contradiction to our assumption that there is a
path between u (or u$) and u" in H’ , not going through x’ , which realizes such
a path in H. This completes the proof of Case 2.
Case 3. u{u$ and v{v$. Note first that at least one of the two positive a-nodes
of C $ is not generated by x’ because of our choice of u. In fact, x’ generates neither
of the positive a-nodes of C $. (Otherwise, one of them is in H’ and the other is in
X’ and, clearly, at least one of u and u$ is a V-node. Then it is easy to derive a con-
tradiction by considering the way to complete the immediate ancestor cell of C $.)
Now, if any negative a-node of C $ (call it w) is generated by x’ then the lemma
holds with !=’ along the discussion made in Case 1. (First, if w is not generated
by x’ then the observation made for C8 in Case 1 holds for C $, which leads to the
lemma. On the other hand, if both w and w are generated by x’ , then either exactly
one a-node in the mate of [w, w ] is generated by x’ , in which case a contradiction
follows as we observed for C8 in Case 1, or neither a-node in the mate of [w, w ] is
generated by x’ , in which case all a-nodes not generated by x’ must appear in H’
as we observed earlier, and so, the lemma holds immediately since C $=C because
of our choice of ’.) We shall assume now that no a-node of C $ is generated by x’ .
Then ,H(v)=,H(v$)=V and at least one of u and u$ (say u) is an a-node since,
otherwise, a cycle of four V-nodes would be in C $ because of the NCE rewriting
mechanism, a contradiction.
Recall that both the positive a-nodes of C are in H’+1 , with at least one of them
(i.e., z~ ) in X’ . Note also that levelH(C $)levelH(C )+2 since no a-node of C $ is
generated by x’ (so, z~ cannot be a negative a-node of C $). In fact, C has both its
positive a-nodes in X’ since, otherwise, z~ would be adjacent to the a-node u of C $
because of the mate of z~ in H’ and of the NCE rewriting mechanism. There exists
an edge [u", v"], belonging to a descendant (ancestor) cell C of C $ (C ), such that
u" is in H’ and v" is in X’ . If ,H(u")=a then (u, v, u", v") forms a cycle because
of the NCE rewriting mechanism and, clearly, [u, u"] is a negative (positive) hinge
of C $ (C ). However, this means that ’ is not the right choice we made earlier since
C has both its positive a-nodes in H’ , a contradiction. Suppose now that
,H(u")=V. Then ,H(u$)=a (otherwise, v" is adjacent to a V-node u$ of C $ because
of the NCE rewriting mechanism, and so, v" is a negative a-node of C $, a contradic-
tion to our assumption that no a-node of C $ is generated by x’) and (u, v, u$, v$) is
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a cycle. If u and u$ are mates then [u, u$] is a negative hinge of C $ and this is clearly
a contradiction to our choice of u. Now, if u and u$ are not mates then it must be
that k=2. Furthermore, one of v and v$ is adjacent to all a-nodes of C $, all present
in H’ since no a-node of C $ is generated by x’ and G is an apex grammar. This
means that both v and v$ are adjacent to all a-nodes of C $ because of the NCE
rewriting mechanism, a contradiction again. This completes the proof of Case 3.
The three cases considered above cover all possible ways that nodes of C $ can be
split at the boundary of H’ and X’ . Therefore, the first statement of the lemma
holds. As stated earlier, the second statement of the lemma follows along the same
proof. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. K
Let ! and ! be the integers defined in Lemma 3.4. As x! generates exactly one or
two a-nodes of C, both belonging to h$, and G is a (k+1)-separated grammar, both
nodes of h $ must be in H! . This means that ! <!. However, the same observation
made for x! and h $ implies that !<! . As this is a contradiction, which has been
derived by assuming that L(G)=Lk for an Sk+1 -A-NCE grammar G, k2, it
follows that Lk  Sk+1 -A-NCE for all k2. Now, as Lk # Sk -A-NLC for all k2,
the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.5. Sk -A-NLC&Sk+1 -A-NCE{< for all k2.
Theorem 3.5 implies immediately the relations stated below in Corollary 3.6 since
Sk+1 -A-NLC  Sk -A-NLC & Sk+1 -A-NCE  Sk -A-NLC _ Sk+1 -A-NCESk -
A-NCE for all k1 by definitions of k-separated apex NLCNCE graph grammars.
This in turn implies that Lin-A-NLC/Sk -A-NLC and Lin-A-NCE/Sk -A-NCE
for all k1, or the relations stated below in Corollary 3.7 since k1 Sk -A-
NLC=limk   Sk -A-NLC, which converges from above but is not equal to Lin-A-
NLC, and a similar observation holds for k1 Sk -A-NCE versus Lin-A-NCE.
Corollary 3.6. Sk+1 -A-NLC/Sk -A-NLC and Sk+1-A-NCE/Sk -A-NCE for
all k2.
Corollary 3.7. Lin-A-NLC/k1 Sk -A-NLC and Lin-A-NCE/k1 Sk -A-
NCE.
As indicated earlier, it is known that the relation Sk+1-eNCE/Sk -eNCE holds
for all k1 (Engelfriet et al. [10, 11], Kim and Lee [22]). However, similar rela-
tions for separated NLCNCE classes have not been proved. we shall prove these
relations below, motivated particularly by the difference of separated apex
NLCNCE classes and their eNCE counterparts, as we have observed in this
section. It is sufficient to prove the relation Sk -NLC&Sk+1 -eNCE{<, k1.
It is implicitly known that NLC&B-eNCE{< (Engelfriet et al. [11, p. 320]).
Thus, as S1-NLC=NLC and S2 -eNCE=B-eNCE, the target relation holds for
k=1. For k # [2, 3], the proofs for the separation of Sk-eNCE and Sk+1 -eNCE
given in Engelfriet et al. [10] and Kim and Lee [22] work as they are. For k4,
we can slightly modify the Sk -eNCE grammar Gk used in [22]. (It was proved
in this paper that L(Gk) # Sk -eNCE&Sk+1 -eNCE for all k3.) The modified
grammar G$k given below is essentially identical to Gk when k=3.
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FIG. 5. The axiom graph and the production rules of G$k .
For each k4, let G$k=([A, B, a, b], [a, b], P, Z), where Z is the graph shown
in Fig. 5a and P consists of the three productions shown in Fig. 5b. (There are k&3
a-nodes on the right-hand side of the first A-production. Th right-hand side of the
second A-production is 4.) It is not difficult to see that G$k is an Sk -NLC grammar.
In fact, G$k is the same as Gk defined in Kim and Lee [22] except that the node
labeled by b (B) on the right-hand side of the first A-production is labeled by a (A)
in Gk and this is the only terminal (nonterminal) node connected to the outside
node (labeled by a) as in G$k (this is possible in Gk , even though there are multiple
a-nodes on the right-hand side of the first A-production, because its embedding
mechanism is based on the node identity but is not possible in an NLC grammar),
and there is no B-production in Gk . Thus, Gk controls its embedding by using its
NCE feature and G$k does so by using its labels.
It is known that Sk -eNCE is closed under node relabeling for all k1. (Node
relabeling is a mapping that relabels the nodes of graphs generated by a graph
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grammar. This closure result was proved in Engelfriet et al. [11] for eNCE and its
proof preserves k-separatedness.) Let \ be a node-relabeling function such that
\(a)=\(b)=a. Then \(L(G$k))=L(Gk). As discussed earlier, L(Gk)  Sk+1-eNCE for
all k4. This means that L(G$k)  Sk+1-eNCE, k4, because of the closure result stated
above. So, L(G$k) # Sk-NLC&Sk+1-eNCE for all k4. The relation stated below, in
Theorem 3.8, follows from this and the cases k # [1, 2, 3] discussed earlier.
Theorem 3.8. Sk-NLC&Sk+1 -eNCE{< for all k1.
FIG. 6. A hierarchy of node replacement graph languages.
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The relations stated below follow along the discussion made for Corollaries 3.6
and 3.7. Note that the eNCE counterparts of these relations also follow from
Theorem 3.8, but they were already proved in Engelfriet et al. [11] for k=1,
Engelfriet et al. [10] for k=2, and Kim and Lee [22] for k3.
Corollary 3.9. Sk+1 -NLC/Sk -NLC and Sk+1 -NCE/Sk-NCE for all k1.
Corollary 3.10. Lin-NLC/k1 Sk -NLC and Lin-NCE/k1 Sk -NCE.
4. CONCLUSION
The separation results proved in the previous section yield the proper inclusion
relations indicated by arrows in Fig. 6. (Two classes not related by a chain of
arrows in this figure are incomparable.) Note first that S1-NLC=NLC, S2 -
NLC=B-NLC, and analogous relations hold for NCE and eNCE subclasses. Note
also that S2-A-NLC=S1 -A-NLC (=A-NLC) and S2 -A-NCE=S1 -A-NCE (=A-
NCE), as stated in Theorem 3.1, and that k1 Sk -A-eNCE=A-eNCE (Engelfriet
et al. [10]). It was shown in Kim [20] (and references therein) that the relations
among the top eight classes and the bottom six classes hold. It is not difficult to see
now that these relations and the relations proved in Section 3 imply the hierarchy
shown in Fig. 6.
The membership complexity of the classes of graph languages shown in Fig. 6 has
been analyzed much in the literature. We shall note that every eNCE (B-eNCE)
graph language is in PSPACE (NP) and there exists an NLC (Lin-A-NLC) graph
language that is PSPACE-complete (NP-complete). (See Engelfriet et al. [11] for
the PSPACENP upper bounds and Janssens and Rozenberg [17] and Kim [20],
respectively, for the completeness lower bounds.) More detailed analysis of the
membership complexity and other language-theoretical decision properties for the
graph language classes in Fig. 6, by use of so-called squeezing mechanisms, can be
found, e.g., in Aalbersberg et al. [1], Engelfriet and Leih [7, 8], and Kim and Lee
[23].
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